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Editorials for bulk approval

• List of editorial comments suggested for bulk approval as proposed:
  – Incorrect implementation of Maintenance Request: 293, 288, 289, 290, 291, 194, 292
  – Superfluous “Clause”: 250, 251, 252
  – Numbering: 312, 130
  – Text formatting: 335, 303, 128, 302
  – Typos: 305
  – Amendment merge fixes: 306, 307
  – Cross-references: 129, 248, 249
Large(er) ticket items

• Maintenance Request 1218: 185, 78 (10 minutes)
• MAC transmission completion notification: 184 (10 minutes)
• Changes to Table 68-2: 57 (5 minutes)
• Changes to text organization: 77 (missing detailed suggested remedy) (5 minutes)
mLLID

- [235, 236 + 234] (section 1)
802.3.1 alignment

• 237, 238, 239
Remaining items

- Comments not covered on slides 2 - 6